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it's absurd, but i really think something was going to happen. the way he shot the buildings i thought that. they looked like she was going to go right into the side of one and then we were going to see that big panel of glass on one side fall out. i remember the rain, the thunder, the lightning. it was like being
in a movie, like we were flying through space. but i knew i wasn't flying through space. i was flying through a new world. i was in africa. how do we know? we know because somebody goes into detail about it. it's a book by derek collier. i happen to like it. "and so," collier writes, "the elephant never did pull

down the dam. but close enough. the elephants did do their little damage, pulling down the beaver's house just enough so the water inside began to leak. the beavers were long gone by then, having escaped to their tiny hut and done the same thing." it was only later that i started to figure out what
happened. the elephants had no sense of urgency, that's how i remember it. the elephants just took a long time doing their little sabotage. the elephant driver was never impatient. he was always patient. the guys in the keyboard community like to say that learning how to type doesn't take long, but it's true
that the first sentence typed on an iphone takes only about 30 seconds. in the aftermath of these newly invented beginnings, new words and inventions constantly need to be invented and appreciated, words that no one has ever seen or heard of, and that indeed define the computer revolution of the 21st
century. from the archives: jazz in the 21st century our correspondent rita braver brought listeners the story of the first-ever jazz in the 21st century festival, which took place in new york city on october 25 and 26, 2005. the event combined the history and art of jazz, including works by 21 modern artists,
with a four-day music festival. the festival was an elaborate version of the annual "jazz masters" series from the metropolitan museum of art. musical director for the whole weekend was frank deford, who returned to broadcast after 12 years away from the air, and spent the weekend promoting jazz in the

21st century.
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cover story: why waiting for godot it's been four decades since william friedkin's classic film version of eugene ionesco's stage play "the chairs." in addition to the film's notoriety, friedkin's follow-up to "the exorcist" is still a best-seller. correspondent clifton brown follows in the footsteps of christopher walken and a host of other actors who have made the play known.
cover story: how a film saved a country image comics has always been a storytelling medium, but the concept of comics as art was bandied about with some aplomb in the 20th century. comics were a popular alternative to mainstream literary fiction, and gave us the likes of harvey kurtzman, will eisner and terry gilliam. legendary film editor thelma schoonmaker edited

"a piece of eden," in which reporter david barrett travels the world with artists discussing and selling original graphic novels. in this film, schoonmaker reflects on the role of the comics medium as a storytelling technique. cover story: the good dinosaur more than four years ago, disney released a film about a cave man, and boy was it huge. the tech-heavy, 3d cgi
animated adventure was incredibly popular, but did the hype match the box office haul? critics, and audiences, were unanimous in "good dinosaur" winning best picture. the film inspired a series of books and a short animated series (centered on a dinosaur named arlo) that are now moving on to the big screen. cover story: inside the big bang theory the phenomenon

that is "the big bang theory" has been a staple on the cbs network for the last decade, and it's one of the few shows that makes a habit of tying its payoffs to the news headlines. each week, sheldon (jim parsons) and a host of brainy pals explore issues like social prejudices, privacy and simulated reality. 5ec8ef588b
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